Abstract-While lots of consensus algorithms have been proposed for crash-prone asynchronous message-passing systems enriched with a failure detector of the class Ω (the class of eventual leader failure detectors), very few algorithms have been proposed for systems enriched with a failure detector of the class P (the class of perfect failure detectors). Moreover, (to the best of our knowledge) the early decision and stopping notion has not been investigated in such systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The consensus problem: The consensus problem has a very simple formulation. Each process is assumed to propose a value, and each non-faulty process has to decide a value (termination), such that a decided value is a proposed value (validity), and no two distinct processes decide different values (agreement).
Consensus is central in the design of distributed software as, in any distributed application, in one way or another, the processes have to coordinate and agree on some common values. The most well-known example of its use is the total order broadcast problem (also named atomic broadcast) in which the processes have to deliver in the same order the messages they broadcast. This is typically a communication This work has been partially supported by the French ANR project SHAMAN. problem plus an agreement problem (the processes have to agree on the same delivery order) that can be solved as soon as repeated consensus can be solved.
Consensus in synchronous systems: Consensus can easily be solved in synchronous message-passing systems despite the crash of any number of processes. In such a system, the processes proceed by consecutive synchronous rounds that they execute simultaneously. During a round, a process broadcasts a message, receives messages -sent at the very same round-and executes local computation.
Let t be the maximum number of processes that may crash, 0 < t < n, where n is the number of processes. The algorithms that solve consensus in synchronous systems require at least t + 1 rounds in the worst case (i.e., when t processes crash) [8] . Failures do occur, but are rare. Hence, the notion of early decision has been developed [6] . In a run, the number of rounds needed for agreement has to be related to the actual number of crashes (denoted f , 0 ≤ f ≤ t), and not to the maximal number of processes that may crash. Synchronous consensus algorithms have been designed where the processes decides in at most min(f + 2, t + 1) rounds, which has been shown to be optimal [6] .
Consensus in asynchronous systems: Differently from synchronous systems, there is no bound on processing time and message transfer delays in an asynchronous system. Hence, the round notion is not given for free. The processes can construct it, but there is no guarantee that they are executing simultaneously the same round.
When we consider the consensus problem, the most important result is its impossibility to be solved in an asynchronous system despite even only one process crash. This is the celebrated FLP result [7] .
Among the approaches that have been proposed to circumvent this impossibility, the failure detector approach consists of enriching the asynchronous system with a module per process, that gives it hints on which processes have failed [4] . According to the quality of these hints, several failure detector classes can be defined.
It has been shown that the class denoted Ω is the weakest class that allows solving consensus in asynchronous message-passing systems where t < n/2. This class is the class of eventual leader failure detectors. It provides each process p i with a read-only local variable leader i that always contains a process identity. These variables are such that there is a finite (but unknown) time after which they all contain forever the same process identity, and this identity refers to a non-faulty process.
Ω-based consensus algorithms, for asynchronous systems where t < n/2, have been designed (e.g., [10] , [11] , [13] , [14] , [16] ). The number of rounds executed by these algorithms depends naturally on the behavior of Ω, namely, the time instant after which the modules output the same identity of a non-faulty process. If the non-faulty leader is elected from the very beginning, two rounds are necessary and sufficient [12] .
The class P of perfect failure detectors: A failure detector of the class P provides each process p i with a set denoted suspected i that (a) eventually contains the identities of all the processes that crash, and (b) never contains the identity of a process before it crashes.
The respective power of synchronous systems and asynchronous systems enriched with P has been investigated in [5] , where an asynchronous P -based algorithm is presented in which the processes decide in t + 1 rounds.
Content of the paper: This paper is centered on the class P of failure detectors, in the context of messagepassing systems. It presents and proves correct two new algorithms.
• The first is a P -based early-deciding/stopping consensus algorithm. More precisely, a process decides and halts in at most min(f + 2, t + 1) rounds. Hence, this algorithm attains the synchronous system lower bound. As (from the point of view of problem solving) a synchronous system is stronger than an asynchronous system enriched with P [5] , the proposed algorithm is consequently optimal with respect to the number of rounds.
To our knowledge, this is the first P -based earlydeciding consensus algorithm. It is important to notice that the design of such an algorithm is not trivial. This is because two processes can be at distinct rounds at the same time (which cannot occur in a synchronous system). Consequently a process executing round r can be notified during that round of the crash of another process that is executing round r + 1.
• The second algorithm that is presented implements a failure detector of the class P in an instance of the Theta model [2] , [15] , [20] . A very attractive feature of this model lies in the fact that it captures synchrony properties without using physical clocks (and associated timers). Basically, it assumes that there is a bound θ on the ratio of the upper bound and the lower bound on message transit delays. Those have not to be known and can even vary with time. The proposed θ-based perfect failure detector algorithm is based on the notion of fair communication, a notion that is on algorithms and not on the underlying system [1] . Interestingly, the stacking of these two algorithms provides us with a consensus algorithm for the θ messagepassing distributed computing model in which a process decides and stops in at most min(f + 2, t + 1) rounds, which means in a bounded number of rounds. This is a very attractive feature, as it provides the application processes with a bound on the number of rounds. (Let us remember that such a bound cannot be guaranteed when using an eventual leader failure detector.)
Roadmap: The paper is made up of 5 sections. Section II presents the base computation asynchronous model and a formal definition of the class P . Then, Section III presents and proves correct the early-deciding P -based consensus algorithm. Section IV presents and proves the θ-based algorithm that builds a failure detector of the class P . Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM MODEL

A. Crash-prone asynchronous message-passing system
Processes: The system is made up of n processes denoted p 1 , . . . , p n . Each process is asynchronous, which means that any (finite) time duration can elapse between any two consecutive steps of a process.
Communication: The processes communicate by exchanging messages through channels. Each pair of processes is connected by a bi-directional channel. Channels are asynchronous, in the sense that message transit times are finite but not bounded. Moreover channels are reliable: they do not create, corrupt or lose messages. They are not required to ensure the "first in first out" property.
Failure model: Up to t processes may crash, 0 < t < n. A process executes correctly its algorithm until it crashes (if it ever crashes). After it has crashed, a process does nothing (it is "dead"). Given a run, f denotes the number of processes that crash in that run, hence 0 ≤ f ≤ t.
Notation: The previous type of systems is denoted AS n,t [∅] (∅ means that the asynchronous system is "pure", i.e., not enriched with additional assumptions).
B. The class P of perfect failure detectors
Definitions: The following definitions are from [3] , [4] . A failure pattern is a function F () such that F (τ ) is the set of processes that have crashed up to time τ (included). Given a failure pattern F , F aulty(F ) = lim τ →+∞ F (τ ) is the set of processes that are faulty in that failure pattern. Correct(F ) = {1, · · · , n} \ F aulty(F ) denotes the set of processes that do not crash in that failure pattern. Finally, let Alive(F, τ ) be the set of processes that are not crashed at time τ in the failure pattern F (), i.e., the set {1, · · · , n} \ F (τ ).
Informally, a failure detector is a device that provides each process p i with a local variable that p i can only read and that gives it hints on failures. Formally, a failure detector is defined from a failure detector history function H(). H(i, τ ) is the value output at p i by the failure detector at time τ . When it reads H(i, −), p i obtains its current content.
According to the "quality" of the hints obtained from H(i, −), several classes of failure detectors can be defined.
The class of perfect failure detectors: This class, denoted P , contains the failure detectors that provide each process p i with a set suspected i that satisfies the following properties. The value of suspected i at time τ (namely,
The completeness property is an eventual property that states that there is a finite but unknown time after which any faulty process is suspected by any non-faulty process. The strong accuracy property is a perpetual property that states that no process is suspected before it crashes. (Let us recall that P cannot be implemented in AS n,t [∅] if n > 1 and t > 0.)
Notation: The system model AS n,t [∅] enriched with a failure detector of the class P is denoted AS n,t [P ] .
C. Synchronous system vs asynchronous system enriched with P
Synchronous systems: In a round-based synchronous system the round notion is given for free. The processes progress in a lock-step manner: they all execute the same round at the same time. During a round r a process executes the following steps.
• First p i sends a round r message to the other processes.
If it crashes while executing this step, an arbitrary subset of processes receive its round r message.
• Then, p i waits for the round r messages from the other processes.
• Finally p i executes local computation. The progress from a round r to round r + 1 is not managed by each process separately (as done in an asynchronous system), but governed by the system that informs the processes of the passage from r to r + 1. The most important feature of a synchronous system is that a message sent in a round is received in the very same round if it is received at all. It follows that if a process p i does not receive a round r message from a process p j , it can safely conclude that p j has crashed: the absence of message indicates a process crash.
A phenomenon due to asynchrony: In order to point out differences between a synchronous system and an asynchronous system enriched with P , let us consider Figure 1 where the round boundaries are indicated by bold lines. There are two processes p i and p j . During round (r − 1), each receives two messages, and proceeds to round r. During round r, p i sends the message m i,r , receives two messages, and proceeds to round (r+1). Moreover, in round (r+1), p i sends the message m i,r+1 and crashes. On its side, during round r, after having sent a message to p i , the process p j waits for a message from p i . But, in the scenario described on the figure, the corresponding message m i,r is very slow (asynchrony), and p j is informed of the crash of p i before receiving m i,r . As P provides it with safe suspicions, p j stops waiting and proceeds to round (r + 1).
Then during round (r + 1) the following can happen. Let us remember that any failure detector of the class P ensures that no process is suspected before it crashes (accuracy property), and if a process p i crashes, there is a time after which i remains forever in suspected j (completeness property). This does not prevent the scenario described in the figure that depicts a finite period during which i does not belong to suspected j . This period starts when i is added to suspected j for the first time, and ends when it is added to suspected j for the last time. If this occurs, p j does not suspect p i when it receives the message m i,r+1 (and consequently considers that message): p j has then received from p i a round (r + 1) message and no round r message.
This bad scenario can never occur in a synchronous system. (In a synchronous system the round boundary lines are "orthogonal" with respect to the process axes.) The message m i,r would be received by p j during round r, and the message m i,r+1 during round (r+1). In the crash pattern presented in the Figure, p j would discover the crash of p i during round (r + 2): as it will not receive a round (r + 2) message from p i , p j will conclude that p i has crashed at round (r + 1) or (r + 2).
Hiding the phenomenon: In order to prevent this bad scenario from occurring, each process p i can manage a set crashed i (that is initially empty). Differently from the set
To implement crashed i , p i can use a thread that forever executes crashed i ← crashed i ∪ suspected i . It is easy to see, that the sets {crashed i } 1≤i≤n of the processes satisfy the completeness and accuracy properties of P plus the monotonicity property that rules out the bad phenomenon described in Figure 1 . In the following, we consider the sets crashed i instead of the outputs suspected i provided by a perfect failure detector.
III. TWO P -BASED CONSENSUS ALGORITHMS
A. An algorithm without early decision Underlying principle: The proposed consensus algorithm (described in Figure 2 ) is based on the following principle that consists in directing each process to broadcast
round r + 1 Figure 1 . Rounds, asynchrony and perfect failure detector its current estimate during each round. Moreover, a deterministic function is used to select the decided value (e.g., a process decides the smallest value it has ever seen).
Local variables:
• est i : p i 's current estimate of the decision value. Its initial value is v i (value proposed by p i ).
• r i : p i 's current round number. Its initial value is 1.
• Let us recall that p i can read crashed i that is a monotonous version of suspected i .
The scope of the other auxiliary local variables is one round. Their meaning follows clearly from their identifier.
let est rec i = {est from the processes in rec from i };
end asynchronous round (11) end while; (12) return (est i ). Behavior of a process: As in a round-based synchronous system, the behavior of a process p i during a round r is made up of two phases, a communication phase followed by a local computation phase.
• Communication phase. A process p i first broadcasts EST (r i , est i ) to inform the other processes on its current state. Then, it waits until it has received a message EST (r i , −) from each process p j but the processes that, to its knowledge, have crashed. Let rec from i denote the set of processes from which p i considers and processes the messages it has received. • Computation phase. Then p i computes its new estimate value, that is the smallest value carried by a message it has received from a process in rec from i .
This algorithm can be seen as a simple adaptation of the well-known synchronous consensus algorithm to an asynchronous system enriched with P used as a round-by-round failure detector according to [9] .
B. Proof of the algorithm Notation:
Let min(r) denote the smallest value of the current estimates of the processes that terminate round r (i.e., after the updates of est i during round r). Moreover, min(0) denotes the smallest proposed value.
Theorem 1: The algorithm described in Figure 2 solves consensus in AS n,t [P ] . Moreover the decided value is min(t). Proof Proof of the validity property. This property follows trivially from the following observations: (a) a process decides the current value of its estimate, (b) the initial values of the estimates are the proposed values, and (c) when updated, a local estimate is set to the minimum of a set of current estimates it has received.
Proof of the termination property.
Due to the completeness property of the failure detector, a process can never be blocked forever in the wait statement of line 5. Consequently all correct processes terminate round t + 1 and decide.
Proof of the agreement property. In order to establish this property, we first prove a claim that captures the synchronization provided by the net effect of the wait statement and the use of a class P failure detector.
Claim C1. For any r, 1 ≤ r ≤ t + 1, when a process p i terminates round r (this occurs when it sets r i to r + 1), there is no alive process in a round r < r. (At any time, any two alive processes are separated by at most one round.) Proof of the claim C1. The claim follows from the accuracy property of P . If p j is alive and executing round r − 1 or a smaller round (or is alive and has not yet started if r = 0), we have j / ∈ suspected i , which implies j / ∈ crashed i . It then follows from the predicate "∀j / ∈ crashed i : (EST (r i , −) received from p j " (wait statement) that controls the progress of p i from r to r + 1, that p i cannot proceed to r + 1. End of proof of claim C1.
The proof of the agreement property is by contradiction. Let us suppose that some process decides a value different from min(t). We show that there are then (t + 1) crashes, which contradicts the model definition. To that end, let us consider the following definitions where r is any round number such that 1 ≤ r ≤ t + 1.
is the set of processes p x that start round r with est x ≤ min(t) but did not start a round r < r with est x ≤ min(t).
By a slight abuse of language, we say that, when a process decides, it is executing the communication-free round t + 2. Hence, a process that crashes after having decided crashes during the round t + 2.
Claim C2. If agreement is violated at the end of round t + 1, ∀r : 1 ≤ r ≤ t + 1: (i) |R(r)| ≥ 1, and (ii) all the processes in R(r) crash while executing round r or (r + 1).
It follows from claim C2 that, for each round r, 1 ≤ r ≤ t + 1, at least one process crashes during r or r + 1, from which we conclude that (t + 1) processes crash. This contradicts the fact that at most t processes may crash and proves consequently the agreement property.
Proof of claim C2. The proof is by induction on r. Let us first consider the base case r = 1.
• Proof of (i): |R (1) 
t).
This contradiction concludes the proof of item (ii) for the base case. Let us now consider the induction step. So, assuming that the items (i) and (ii) are satisfied from the first round until round r − 1, let us show that they are satisfied for round r ≤ t + 1.
• Proof of (i): |R(r)| ≥ 1. Let p i be a process that terminates round r and such that est i ≤ min(t) at the end of round r. Due to the definition of min(t) and the fact that there is no creation of value, such a process necessarily exists. There are two cases. Case 1: p i ∈ Q(r). As p i terminates round r, and no process in R(r − 1), R(r − 2), . . ., R(1) terminates round r (induction assumption), it follows that
. By the definition of R(r), it follows that p i ∈ R(r). Hence, |R(r)| ≥ 1, which proves item (i) for the case.
∈ Q(r −1) and due to the fact that est j can only decrease during an execution, p j / ∈ Q(r ) for all r < r. Since p j ∈ Q(r) we have p j ∈ R(r), and consequently |R(r)| ≥ 1, which proves item (i) for Case 2. Proof of the claim C3. As p i has received EST (r, est j ) with est j ≤ min(t) from process p j during round r, we conclude from the monotonicity property of the set crashed i , that p i has received a message EST (r − 1, −) from process p j during round r − 1. Let us assume by contradiction that p j ∈ Q(r − 1). It then follows that p i has received EST (r − 1, est j ) from p j during round r − 1 with est j ≤ min(t), and consequently we have est i ≤ min(t), at the end of round r − 1, i.e., p i ∈ Q(r) which contradicts the assumption associated with Case 2. Hence, p j / ∈ Q(r−1). End of proof of claim C3.
• Proof of (ii) of claim C2: all the processes in R(r) crash while executing round r or round r + 1. The proof of this item is verbatim the same as the proof for the base case after changing the round numbers 1 and 2 by the round numbers r and r + 1, respectively. So, it is not repeated here. End of proof of claim C2.
C. An early deciding/stopping algorithm
Underlying principle: The principle that underlies the proposed early-deciding/stopping algorithm (described in Figure 3 ) is as follows. A process decides as soon as it knows that (1) its current estimate of the decision value is the smallest estimate value present in the system, and (2) at least one non-faulty process knows that value. This algorithm extends the previous one as follows. A line tagged (x) or (x ) corresponds to line (x) in the non early-deciding algorithm. The lines tagged (Ny) are new lines that ensure early decision/stopping.
Local variables:
In addition to the previous local variables, the algorithm uses the following local ones.
• i know i is a boolean, initialized to false. This boolean is set to true at the end of a round r, if p i learnedduring that round-that its current estimate est i contains the smallest estimate value among the processes that start round r. This means that est i contains the smallest value still present in the system. This boolean is stable (once true, it remains true forever).
• they know i is a set, initialized to ∅. This set contains the identities of the processes that, to p i 's knowledge, have the smallest estimate value present in the system.
Behavior of a process:
As in the previous algorithm, the behavior of a process p i during a round r is made up of two phases, a communication phase followed by a local computation phase.
• Communication phase. A process p i first broadcasts EST (r i , est i , i know i ) to inform the other processes on its current state. Then, it waits until it has received a message EST (r i , −, −) from each process p j but the processes that, to its knowledge, have crashed or know the smallest estimate value. Moreover, we assume that it always receives its own message (while not necessary, this assumption simplifies the proof). Now, rec from i denotes the set of processes from which p i considers and processes the messages it has received (those are the messages from itself and the processes not in crashed i ∪ they know i ). Let us observe that a process that knows the smallest estimate value can have decided and stopped in a previous round, and consequently, if p i was waiting for a message from it, it could be blocked forever. 
D. Proof of the algorithm
Theorem 2: Let f be the number of processes that crash in a run (0 ≤ f ≤ t). The algorithm described in Figure  3 solves consensus in at most min(f + 2, t + 1) rounds in AS n,t [P ] .
Notation: Let xxx i be a local variable of process p i . It is easy to see, that such a variable is updated at most once in a round r. The notation xxx i (r) is used to denote its value at the end of round r.
Proof The proof of the validity property is the same as in Theorem 1. Before proving the other properties, a few claims are proved.
, at the end of round r, p i knows the smallest estimate value that was present in the system at the end of r − 1). Proof of claim C1. The proof is by induction on the round number.
• If a process p i updates its boolean i know i to true during round 1 (we have then |rec from i | = n), it has received n messages containing the n initial estimates. Hence p i knows the minimum value in the system amongst all the estimate values.
• Let p i be a process that updates its boolean i know i to true during round r. There are two cases.
-p i has received a message EST (r, −, true) from p j . It means that p j has updated its boolean i know j to true in a previous round, and then by induction, p i knows the minimum value. -p i has received n − r + 1 messages in round r and it has never received (in round r or in previous rounds) a message EST (−, −, true). For p i 's point of view, the execution is similar to an execution of the algorithm described in Figure 2 in which we would have t = r − 1. This follows from the fact that (a) line N5 updates i know i only in round r, and (b) lines N1, N2, N3, and N4 do not modify local variables up to round r (they are consequently useless up to that round). Moreover, due to the current values of i know i = false and they know i = ∅ before line N5 of round r, (1) the lines tagged (x ) behave as the line tagged (x) in the algorithm of Figure 2 , and (2) 
end asynchronous round (11) end while; (12) return (est i ). that terminate round r − 1). End of proof of claim C1. Claim C2. No process blocks forever in a round. Proof of claim C2. Let us assume by contradiction that processes block forever in a round. Let r be the first round during which a process p i blocks forever. This happens in the wait statement where p i waits for messages EST (r, −, −) from the processes that currently are not in crashed i ∪they know i . If a process p j crashes, it eventually appears in the set crashed i (let us remember that this set can only increase). Hence, a process that crashes cannot prevent p i from progressing. If p j is non-faulty, there are two cases.
• Case 1: p j has not decided during a round r ≤ r. In that case, as by assumption r is the first round during which processes block forever, it follows that p j sends a message EST (r, −, −). Consequently, such a process p j cannot block forever p i in round r. • Case 2: p j has decided during a round r < r. Before deciding during r , p j sent EST (r , −, true) to p i , and (as p j does not crash) p i received and processed this message. Consequently, j ∈ they know i (r ). As the set they know i never decreases, and r < r, it follows that j ∈ they know i (r − 1) (that is the value of they know i when p i waits during round r). Hence, in that case also, p i does not wait for a message from p j . End of proof of claim C2.
Proof of the agreement property. Let r be the first round during which a process (say p i ) decides. Due to Claim C1, we have est i (r) = min(r − 1). If p j decides at round r, we also have est j (r) = min(r − 1), from which we conclude that the processes that decide at round r, decide the same value. Let p k be a process that proceeds to round r + 1. Let us observe that, when p i decides, we have |crashed i ∪ they know i | ≥ t + 1, from which we conclude that there is a non-faulty process p x that sent EST (r , est x (r − 1), i know x (r − 1)) (with i know x (r − 1) = true) during round r < r. As p x is non-faulty, it follows that every non-crashed processes received this message during round r . Due to Claim C1, we have i know
. (Notice that r > 1 because any i know x is initially equal to false, hence r ≥ 2.
As p i received (r , est x (r − 1), true), it follows that est i (r) = est x (r − 1). Consequently, any process p k that proceeds to the round r + 1 is such that est k (r) = est x (r − 1) = est i (r), i.e., the estimate values of all the processes that proceed to round r +1 are equal to est i (r). It follows that no value different from est i (r) can be decided in a round r ≥ r, which completes the proof of that agreement property. Proof of the termination property. Due to Claim C2, no process blocks forever in a round. It follows that if a process neither crashes, nor decides at a round r < t+1, it proceeds to round t + 1 during which it decides (in the worst case at the last line of the algorithm). Proof of the early decision property. Let us first observe that a process executes at most t + 1 rounds. Hence, considering that f < t processes crash, we have to show that no process decides after round (f + 2). There are two cases.
• Case 1: a correct process p c sends EST (r, −, true), during a round r ≤ f + 1. As p c is non-faulty, every process that executes round r receives this message during round r. It follows that we have i know i (r) = true at each process p i that terminates round r. Consequently, every process p j that executes round r + 1 (≤ f + 2) sends EST (r + 1, −, true), and hence we have |crashed j (r + 1) ∪ they know j (r + 1)| = n. It follows that the early decision predicate is satisfied, and every process that executes round r + 1 decides (and stops).
• Case 2: no correct process sends EST (r, −, true) during a round r ≤ f + 1. In that case, no correct process appears in a set they know x (r) for r ≤ f + 1. Moreover, as f processes crash, and no correct process has decided, at least (n − f ) processes send messages during each round. Hence, at any round, we have |rec from i | ≥ n − f . Any process p i that, during round f + 1, evaluates the predicate |rec from i | ≥ n − r + 1 finds that it is satisfied (because we have then |rec from i | ≥ n − f = n − r + 1). Consequently, every process p i that terminates round f + 1, sets i know i to true. Then, for any process p i that does not crash during r = f +2, and any process p j , we have j ∈ crashed i or j ∈ rec from i when p i terminates its wait statement. Moreover, if j ∈ rec from i , p i has received EST (f + 2, −, true) from p j . It follows that |crashed i (f + 2) ∪ they know i (f + 2)| = n. Consequently, during round f + 2, p i executes return(), i.e., it decides and stops.
T heorem 2
E. Synchronous vs asynchronous system
In a synchronous model, it is possible to design an earlydeciding algorithm similar to the one described in Figure 3 . In such an algorithm, synchrony makes useless the set they know i , and consequently the early decision predicate
In a synchronous model, instead of being P 1 = (|rec from i | ≥ n − r + 1), the predicate (used at line N5) that allows a process to discover that it knows the smallest estimate, can be P 2 = (prev nb i = cur nb i ), where prev nb i and cur nb i are the number of messages that p i has received during the previous round and the current round, respectively (with prev nb i initialized to n) [18] . Interestingly, the predicate P 2 involves two consecutive rounds r − 1 and r, whatever the value of r. Differently, the predicate P 1 involves explicitly the value of r. Moreover, it is easy to show that (P 1 satisfied at round r) ⇒ (P 2 satisfied at some round r ≤ r), while we do not necessarily have (P 2 satisfied at some round r ) ⇒ (P 1 satisfied at the same round r ), which means that, in some failure patterns, P 2 allows deciding earlier than P 1 [17] . Unfortunately, in an asynchronous system enriched with a perfect failure detector, the predicate P 2 does not allow p i to conclude that it knows the smallest value present in the system. To show it, let us consider the counter-example depicted on Figure 4 , where n = 4 and t = 2. The value proposed by a process p i appears at the beginning of its time line (p 1 proposes 0, the other processes propose 1). At the end of a round, the integer above a process time line represents its new estimate value, while the integer below denotes the number of processes from which it has received messages. For example, during the second round, p 3 has received 3 messages, and its estimate is 0 at the end of this round. Finally, as indicated by crosses, p 1 and p 2 crash. It is easy to see that, while p 4 receives the same number of messages (namely, 2) during the first two rounds, it is not aware of the smallest value present in the system at the end of the second round (namely, 0).
IV. A THETA-BASED PERFECT FAILURE DETECTOR ALGORITHM
A. The Theta model
The Theta asynchronous message-passing model was proposed in [20] . It has been used to implement failure detectors in [2] , [15] . We introduce it here incrementally and informally (for more details, the reader will consult [20] ). The Theta model is actually a framework of models based on the following feature.
Considering a run of a synchronous system, let δ + (resp., δ − ) be the maximal (resp. minimal) transit time for a message between any two distinct processes. Let θ ≥ δ + δ − . As we can see, θ actually characterizes an infinite set of runs, R 1 , R 2 , . . . , each run R x with its own pair of bounds (δ
Let us now consider an infinite run of an asynchronous system, where, while there are no bounds δ + and δ − on message transfer delays, the run can be sliced in consecutive periods such that, during each period, θ is greater than or equal to the ratio of the maximal and the minimal transit times that occur during that period. As an example, this appears when both the maximal and the minimal transit times doubles from one period to the next one.
An instance of the Theta model is the asynchronous message-passing model in which all the runs are characterized by the constant ratio θ. It is important to notice that, while the value of θ is known, (if they exist) the values of δ + and δ − are never known. In a very interesting way, the definition of this model does not refer (directly) to physical time. This instance is denoted AS n,t [θ] .
Another instance of the Theta model is when the bound θ holds only eventually. We denote this instance AS n,t [3θ] . Both instances are considered below.
B. Building a perfect failure detector in the θ model
As we are about to see, θ captures enough synchrony in order to implement a perfect failure detector, while hiding to the processes the uncertainty created by message transfer delays.
The principle of the algorithm is as follows. Each process p i monitors each other process p j and suspects it when, assuming p j is alive, its behavior would falsify the assumption on messages speeds captured by the constant θ. The algorithm is described in Figure 5 .
for each j = i do send PING () to p j end for.
when PING () is received from p j : send PONG () to p j .
when PONG () is received from p j : First create a message exchange pattern: A process p i executes a sequence of rounds (without using explicit round numbers) with respect to each other process. During each round with respect to p j , process p i sends it a message PING () and waits for the PONG () message that p j echoes when it receives PING () from p i . Finally, when it receives this echo message, p i starts a new round with respect to p j by sending it a new PING () message. Let us observe that messages (do not carry a round number and) have a constant size. An example of message pattern generated by the algorithm is depicted in Figure 6 (where the messages between p i and p j take δ − times units, while the ones between p i and p k take δ + times units). The conjunction of the assumption on message speeds captured by the constant θ and the PING/PONG messages generated as described previously actually makes the communication pattern satisfy the following α-fairness property [1] with α = θ.
• Communication is α-fair if, for any pair (p i , p j ), process p i receives at most α messages from process p j without having received at least one message from each other non-crashed process.
It is easy to see that fair communication with α = 1 is similar to the classical (synchronous) round-based lock-step system model, where in each round a process sends a message to each other process p j and receives a message from each other non-crashed process p j . More generally, in our asynchronous context, the PING/PONG messages exchanged between the processes create a θ-fair communication pattern.
Then exploit the fairness of the communication pattern: In order to benefit from the θ-fairness property on the PING/PONG messages exchanged by the processes, each process p i manages a local array variable denoted count i [1..n, 1..n], the meaning of which is the following: Theorem 3: Let us assume that there are at least two non-faulty processes. The algorithm described in Figure 5 builds a perfect failure detector in the θ model. Moreover, the algorithm uses only bounded variables. Proof Proof of the completeness property. The completeness property of the class P follows from the fact that a process p k that crashes is discovered faulty by p i because there is at least another non-faulty process p j . More precisely, after p k has crashed, it no longer sends messages and consequently there is a finite time from which count i [j, k] is never reset to 0. On another side, as p j is non-faulty, it always answers by return the PING() messages it receives from p i . Consequently, after some finite time, the local predicate count i [j, k] > θ becomes true and p i adds k to suspected i . Finally, let us observe that, once added to suspected i , no process identity is withdrawn from this set, which completes the proof of the completeness property. Proof of the strong accuracy property. As there are always messages exchanged between alive processes, it follows from the θ assumption on the maximal ratio on the speed of messages that, when p i , p j and p k are alive, p i receives at most θ messages from p j without receiving a message from p k , which means that communication is θ-fair. It follows that, until p k crashes if ever it does, the predicate count i [j, k] > θ is always false when p i receives a message from any process p j .
Let us finally observe that the value of a counter count i [j, k] varies between 0 and θ + 1, which establishes the boundedness property.
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C. From 3θ to 3P
A failure detector of the class 3P can suspect processes before they crash during an arbitrarily long period, after which it behaves as a perfect failure detector.
The 3θ property states that there is a finite time (but unknown) after which the ratio of the upper and lower bounds on messages transfer delays is bounded by θ.
The algorithm described in Figure 7 builds a failure detector of the class 3P in an asynchronous system that satisfies the 3θ property. This algorithm is a simple adaptation of the one described in Figure 5 . The set suspected i can now momentarily contain non-crashed processes. This algorithm can be modified to take into account the case where, while the bound θ does exist, it is not known (however the local variables can no longer be bounded). This paper has presented two contributions related to fault-tolerance in asynchronous systems. The first is an algorithm that builds an early-deciding and stopping consensus algorithm in an asynchronous system enriched with a perfect failure detector. The second is the construction of such a perfect detector in the Theta distributed computing model. Hence, the stacking of these algorithms provides an algorithm that solves consensus in the Theta model in min(f + 2, t + 1) communication rounds, i.e., in two rounds when there are no failures, which is clearly optimal.
More developments on consensus algorithms in asynchronous systems can be found in [19] .
From a technical point of view, it is worth noticing that the proof of the early-deciding and stopping consensus algorithm is far from trivial. The feasibility of a proof as simple as the proof of early-deciding consensus algorithms in synchronous systems remains a challenging problem.
